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to ' the Batcher.' On the other H<»ifl the under-side of TlTigiinti political
history in this period, without which that history presents so many diffi-
culties, has never been given with such variety and fulness. As far as
this volume is concerned the promise of the title-page is on the whole
satisfactorily redeemed. It might have been better, but it is still good.

TACT.

Calendar of Patent Bolls, Edward II. VoL L AJ>. 1807-1818.
(London: ELM. Stationery Office. 1804.)

•
THE publication of the Calendars of Patent and dose Bolls is proceeding
with all the rapidity which one could hope for. The contents of the
first volume of the 'Patent Bolls of Edward II' are, of coarse, very
miscellaneous. Many entries relate to Peter de Gavaston; thus in 1810
he receives a pardon ' for the death of Thomas de Walkyngham, of the
county of York, and for all other felonies and trespasses with which he
has been charged' (p. 277). There is much information about the lands
of the Templars'which for divers causes are in the king's hands.' In Hert-
fordshire the king's agents for the estates of the Templars met with resist-
ance, and many entries refer to a riot in the town of Baldock (p. 586, 4c )
The disturbed state of the country may be plentifully illustrated from
these records', many complaints are made of organised disturbances
in the towns, as at Bury St. Edmunds and Norwich; Winchester was
declared to be suffering from a system of black-mailing (p. 684). The
rolls throw much light on the victualling of the army in the Scotch war;
Italian merchants were among the contractors (pp. 498, 500, 501, Ac.)
On p. 508 we have apparently an instance of land being bought at five
years' purchase. The early endowment of Stapledon Hall by Biohard de
Stapeldon, which Mr. Boase rnm^mn in his history of Exeter College,
Oxford, is found in these rolls (p. 504).

Mr. Wanflnnfflr aaafflq to have done the cfl^aTl^<tT'ng work very
thoroughly; the entries, so far as I can test them, are complete and fulL
Of course it is impossible to include everything in a calnndar; tjg. the roll
itself (1 Edw. II, part L) calls Walter Jon, archbishop of Armagh, a friar
preacher; this is omitted in the Calendar. The volume is almost
entirely free from misprints; those which I have noted are unimportant—
p. 541,' Scholistica;' p. 694,' tyi*"^*".' Rnnflur praise cannot, however,
be given to the index. An entry relating to the Augustinian friars on
p. 845 is not noticed in the index under' Augustinian' or ' Friars.' The
entry under ' Colchester, Friars Minor, 208' is wrong; it should be 202.
Similarly • Chichester, Friars Preachers, 269,' is wrong; it should be 268.
Under 'Kerdif' we are told to 'see Cardyf:' there is no such entry; it
should probably be ' Kaerdif.' Again, under the hn^rng ' Templars, in
Ireland,' pp. 192, 267 should be added; under ' Templars, inquisitors,'
p. 218 should be added; and perhaps others. If the references under
these special headings are incomplete they are naAtnArn^. It is, how-
ever, in the arrangement of the entries relating to the friars that the index
is at its worst. At first sight it would seem as if they were all grouped
systematically under the main title ' Friars,' with the sab-titles ' Angus-
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tinian,'' Carmelite,' &c This, however, is deceptive. All the orders are
not inclMM; the Friars of the Penanoe are not mentioned under
' Friars,' but only rmAar «Penitentia.* Why pfrnnld one entry about the
Franciscans appear under the ^muting «Friars, Minors' (p. 185) and
another under ' Minorites' (p. 597) ? Under • Friars' there is no cross
reference to ' Minorites,' nor under ' Minorites' to ' Friars.' Similarly
some references to the White Friars come under 'Friars, Carmelitesn
others under 'Carmelites.' In neither case are cross references given.
Thus under ' Friars, Carmelites ' we are told to ' see Northampton.' One
would naturally conclude that this was the only convent of White Friars
mentioned. Under ' Carmelites,' however, we are told to ' see Boston
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northampton, Oxford.' Now at last one might hope
to have references to all the notices of Carmelites. In my private notes,
however, to Pat. Boll, 3 Edw. H, I find a reference to the Carmelites of
Drogheda. This is indexed only under Drogheda. A precisely similar
case is that of the Augustinian Friars of Lynn. Even, therefore, sup-
posing the index to be complete, supposing all the entries to be indexed
under some heading, any one working at the history of the friars could
not be certain of having found all the references to them in this volume,
until he had looked up in the index every town in which any house of
friars was established. I need not point out the enormous waste of time
which thin involves. Mr. Handcock in this matter has merely followed a
number of bad precedents; but it is high time that the record office
should adopt some uniform system in the compilation of indexes.

A. G. LITTLE.

Oetckiedhmdige opsteUen, aangeboden aan Robert Fruvrthij zijn aftreden
als hoogleeraar aan de rijkstmwersiteit te Leiden, ('s Gravenhage:
Martinus Nijhoff. 1894.)

THIS is a volume of essays dedicated to the well-known Dutch historian
Fruin on his retirement from his professorship at the university of Leyden.
All the contributions which it contains, with one exception, are devoted
to subjects bearing upon the history of the Netherlands, and several ot
them, dealing as they do with matters of local and limited interest, offer
little attraction to the general reader. An exception should be made in
favour of P. L. Mailer's essay entitled ' Nethedand and Switzerland: an
Historical Parallel.' This writer has lately published a series of papers in
Fruin's Bijdragen upon the history of the separation of the northern
and southern Netherlands, and his studies on this subject probably led
him to compare from a constitutional point of view the history of the rise
of the Dutch and the Swiss republics. There is nothing really new or
striking in the historical parallel that he has drawn, but old facts are pre-
sented in such a way as to lay correct emphasis on the marked dissimilarity
in the development of the two countries. He points out that the beginnings
of the Swiss confederation have nothing in common with the history of
the Netherland provinces when united under the sway of the houses of
Burgundy or Habsburg, and that only with the revolt con a comparison
be fairly made. And yet, despite of the superficial, resemblance between
the ' Unie van Utrecht' and the ' Stanser Verkomnis,' on what different
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